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Terrorists likely have adopted vehicle ramming as a tactic because it can be carried out by an individual (or "lone wolf terrorist"), and because the skills required are minimal (e.g. the ability to drive a car and determine locations for creating maximum carnage). Studies of terrorist activities against transportation assets have been conducted to help law enforcement agencies prepare their communities, create mitigation measures, conduct effective surveillance and respond quickly to attacks.

This study reviews current research on terrorist tactics against transportation assets, with an emphasis on vehicle ramming attacks. It evaluates some of the current attack strategies, and the possible mitigation or response tactics that may be effective in deterring attacks or saving lives in the event of an attack. It includes case studies that can be used as educational tools for understanding terrorist methodologies, as well as ordinary emergencies that might become a terrorist's blueprint.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Terrorist activity in the United States has gone on for over one hundred years. Terrorist tactics have been used by anarchists, Ku Klux Klan, labor protestors, anti-war organizations, eco-terrorists and nationalist militia members, and most recently by Islamic jihadists. Law enforcement agencies have developed strategies and tactics for dealing with terrorist attacks against civilian populations and infrastructure, using vehicles as a weapon and as a target. Because terrorism ebbs and flows, much of the useful information developed during earlier terrorist attack cycles has been lost. Field level personnel have developed successful methods, but have not always written them down. Word-of-mouth training is lost through retirements.

This study investigated the existing literature that includes guidance on response to terrorist activities, including military manuals developed during wars. Useful open source manuals and documents are highlighted for future use.

The first step in successful counterterrorism is understanding the target, and what might be done to protect it. Transportation by its nature is an open system that has minimal protection. The length of the routes and the varied terrain make the development of a robust security plan challenging. Thousands of people freely get off and on transit vehicles every day with no screening. Thousands more use stations and ports for access to ferries and trains, creating further vulnerabilities. Tight budgets for public agencies have left critical transportation infrastructure with a maintenance backlog, leading to corrosion and missing parts that might contribute to worsening terrorist-induced damage.

The Transportation Research Board has noted that four strategies provide reasonable response to the terrorist threat. Materials and designs that heightened the likelihood of getting caught before completing the attack deter some perpetrators. Good lighting and well-placed cameras can assist security patrols in detection of potential attackers before they can act. A “see something, say something” campaign can involve the traveling public in surveillance of transportation facilities, leading to the interdiction of 9% of planned attacks in the US, according to Jenkins (2017). Robust barriers can deny access to potential criminals, while some technology – like camera recordings – might mitigate the damage by facilitating the rapid response to the scene of a disaster.

Security and protective measures come in multiple forms. In the past information about terrorist threats and attempts was considered highly classified. Law enforcement agencies at different levels of government and in different jurisdictions did not share terrorism intelligence with each other, leading to segmented knowledge and a failure to “connect the dots.” A recent development to overcome this challenge is the fusion center, where representatives from multiple jurisdictions with security clearances meet to share information on suspicious activity and criminal behavior that can help to create a pattern that can be investigated. Challenges include determining who will be sponsored for the security clearance from other agencies, like fire department and public health departments, who might have or need the intelligence.¹

The Department of Homeland Security has led in developing guidebooks and training
courses to collect and preserve professional knowledge, and share it among appropriate agencies. This includes case studies of actual events that demonstrate successful tactics, or provide critiques of less successful tactics that never the less lead to a better understanding of terrorist behaviors. This research added military manuals from wars of the 20th century that demonstrate terrorist and counterterrorist tactics that can be used against transportation vehicles and infrastructure.

Since 2014 vehicle ramming attacks have risen in popularity among Islamic jihadists. The ISIS webzine exhorted its global followers to use cars and trucks “as mowing machines” to cut down the infidels. Lone wolf terrorists (individuals acting alone) took up the challenge. The report documents 17 vehicle ramming attacks around the world between 2014 and 2017, including the deadliest attack, which was in Nice, France in 2016, demonstrating that the tactic had also been adopted by anti-jihadists, Chinese separatists, and even an “in-cell” male protesting his inability to get dates.

The report includes a section that reviews the most common technologies for protecting assets and the related trends. It discusses in some detail the use of cameras, fencing and lighting for deterrence, detection and denial of access.

The last segment of the report provides detailed case studies of three “ordinary emergencies” that could become blueprints for terrorist attacks. The events include the Baltimore Tunnel Fire of 2001, the San Jose Transit Mall collapse of 1992, the AT&T denial of service attack in south Santa Clara County in 2009, and one actual terrorist event, the New York City vehicle ramming attack of 2017.

The major findings are:

1. Terrorists continue to find transportation an attractive target and weapon. A self-motivated machine can be turned into a self-destructive machine by redirecting its energy.

2. A car or truck is a lethal weapon that is easily acquired and able to be used by most people. Vehicle ramming is a recent variation on the theme of vehicles as weapons. Pedestrians on any street, and crowds at large gatherings, make easy targets. ISIS advocated using the car or truck as a “mowing machine.”

3. Terrorist attack modalities have changed little over the last one hundred years, from Buda’s Wagon to the attacks in Belgium. Field-level lessons and tactics for deterring and interdicting terrorist activities have been developed and then lost because they were not written down, demonstrating the need for better documentation of methods used successfully against specific types of attacks. As law enforcement personnel become more adept at responding to one modality, terrorists rotate their methods, and responders must use lessons learned in earlier time to respond successfully to the tactic when it is reintroduced.

4. Law enforcement personnel became adept at infiltrating and monitoring terrorist cells. This drove the terrorists to using smaller groups, and ultimately the “lone wolf.”
They have reorganized to keep personnel dispersed, using webzines to promulgate radicalization and promote tactical advice. While using lone wolf tactics does not prevent the orchestration of attacks, it does reduce the capacity to inflict carnage.

The report concludes with arguments for cost/benefit thinking in choosing response strategies, valuing dual use deterrence like lighting that protects a parking lot while illuminating sensitive transit control systems, and placing the focus on safety of passengers and staff of transportation agencies. A glossary of unique terms concludes the research material.
I. INTRODUCTION

Terrorist activity in the United States has gone on for over one hundred years. Terrorist tactics have been used by anarchists, Ku Klux Klan, labor protestors, anti-war organizations, eco-terrorists and nationalist militia members, and most recently by Islamic jihadists. Law enforcement agencies have developed strategies and tactics for dealing with terrorist attacks against civilian populations and infrastructure, using vehicles as a weapon and as a target. Because terrorism ebbs and flows, much of the useful information developed during earlier terrorist attack cycles has been lost. Field level personnel have developed successful methods, but have not always written them down. Word-of-mouth training is lost through retirements.

Federal law enforcement officers are confronted with the possibility of terrorist and criminal activity against transportation assets, yet there is little practical academic material developed to address their training in this complex field. While much has been written about particular instances of terrorist attacks on transportation, notably the catastrophic attacks by airplane hijacking of 9/11, and on the Madrid (3/11/04), London (7/7/05) and Moscow (3/29/10) commuter systems, little open source information has been developed to systematically examine the elements of successful counter-terrorism tactics and preventive strategies for transportation systems of the 21st century. Jenkins’ work forms an important part of this small body of open source transportation-focused literature.

One problem is that many lessons learned about attacks on transportation in earlier periods of civil unrest and warfare have been lost through lack of historical knowledge or disuse. The purpose of this paper is to gather together some historical knowledge with a review of current practice, and to examine the contemporary challenges facing law enforcement officers engaged in counter-terrorism and crime prevention efforts in defense of transportation assets. As the mode of attack changes from sophisticated plans attempted by networks to simple attacks attempted by lone-wolf terrorists, and from the use of complex explosive devices to the use of knives and trucks,\(^2\) this older tactical knowledge may be more useful for creating resilient systems than employing sophisticated technological systems.

RESEARCH QUESTION

What do federal law enforcement personnel need to know about current transportation security challenges, available resources and future concerns?
II. BACKGROUND

Transit and transportation have long been targets of terrorists. Historical examples have been well-documented, including the use of a horse-drawn wagon for an anarchist bombing of Wall Street in 1920, the crucial role of train sabotage in World War II and the many attacks worldwide on various forms of surface transportation in the 1990s such as the Sarin attack in the Tokyo subway and the many attacks against busses around the world. After 9/11 the role of transportation in terrorist attacks drew international news coverage and extensive scholarly writing, both as an attack mode (hijacked aircraft used in the 9/11 attack) and as a target (commuter rail systems in the Madrid, London and Moscow bombings).

These events heightened interest in teaching techniques for countering terrorism to the law enforcement agencies responsible for providing protection and security services to transit and transportation agencies. Traditional methods of security, such as fences, lighting and surveillance cameras, have been augmented with facial recognition software, bomb-sniffing dogs and the use of random security sweeps by the Transportation Security Agency (TSA) at transit and transportation hubs across America, under the Visible Intermodal Prevention and Response (VIPR) program.

PHYSICAL SECURITY AND CAMERAS

Physical security for transportation assets is created by layers of surveillance, including human and canine guards, fences and cameras. The cameras may be monitored in real-time, or they may be recording-only cameras, as in the London subway during the 7/7/05 attacks, after which the cameras’ images were used to identify the bombers. The London camera system, which was initiated in the 1990s as an anti-crime measure, now consists of six million installations, too many for humans to monitor in real time. The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has questioned whether the cameras are worth their financial cost, citing studies that suggest that they just move crime to areas without cameras. An attempted terror attack in London in June 2007 was disrupted by “human observation and common sense,” while an attempted attack in Glasgow was stopped by a physical barrier, not information from the cameras.

Government camera systems in London and a mixture of public and private camera systems in New York are ubiquitous in these cities. The Las Vegas Strip is covered by privately-owned casino cameras. Across America, shopping malls, retail stores, mass transit stations and vehicles, and many other public places routinely record video of patrons and transactions, primarily with the purpose of providing evidence when a crime occurs rather than for real-time detection. As resolution of the cameras improves, increased bandwidth becomes available, and improvements are seen in the processing power of computers and in the effectiveness of software for facial recognition and item recognition, these surveillance systems will become still more common, providing heightened surveillance against criminal acts of all kinds, but also less privacy everywhere.

Some cameras are staffed, but the level of attention paid by the operator will depend on the level of training and supervision provided. Some camera systems both record and are monitored by a human, and some even use facial recognition software, especially in
Background

high threat areas.\textsuperscript{15} However, cameras are not the only means of preventing terrorism; Jenkins\textsuperscript{16} notes that 9\% of terrorist attacks that have been attempted were prevented by observant bystanders who notified security personnel of suspicious packages.

Even as surveillance has increased in big cities and sensitive areas, the task of finding perpetrators in advance of their commission of a crime has become more complex. In previous times of unrest, attacks were planned by groups at physical meetings. Meetings by the German Bund in the 1930s, the Ku Klux Klan in the 1950s and 1960s, the Black Panthers and anti-war groups in the 1960s and 1970s, eco-terrorists and the militia movement in the 1990s, and terrorist cells in the 1990s and early 2000s provided opportunities for covert operations by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and other law enforcement groups. Recent evolutions in terrorist organizations have resulted in the internet becoming the source for technical and tactical information, leaving individuals to operate independently or in very small teams that make infiltration by law enforcement personnel impossible.

INTERNET PUBLICATIONS

Radicalization through internet sites has become common, with ISIS’s magazine \textit{Rumiyah} and its predecessor \textit{Dabiq}, and Al Qaeda’s magazine \textit{Inspire}, being available on the internet internationally. Detailed instructions for bomb-making and attack planning are readily available on multiple sites,\textsuperscript{17} including YouTube. Books detailing strategies for committing crime, like Rex Feral’s \textit{Hit Man}, originating as a detailed fiction novel but presented as a how-to manual, have gone out of press following lawsuits resulting from the use of these books as guides in the committing of actual crimes. Since the publishers no longer protected the copyright, there has been a proliferation of this old material on the internet. People who know the right keywords to search can get ready access to information for terrorist and criminal activities. This could include using “kitchen improvised” for finding homemade bomb-making instructions. Military manuals like the Department of the Army’s \textit{Boobytraps} (FM 5-31)\textsuperscript{18} give access to booby-trapping information, while TM31-200-1\textsuperscript{19} and TM 31-210\textsuperscript{20} give access to improvised munitions information. TM 31-210 was one source for the information in William Powell’s \textit{The Anarchist Cookbook}. Chemistry textbooks and manufacturers’ usage guides like DuPont’s \textit{Blaster’s Manual}\textsuperscript{21} are also among the items that are readily available on the internet.

This proliferation of terrorist-usable information on the internet has aided in the planning of violence, and internet-based ideological and religious material may encourage violence;\textsuperscript{22} however, these website visits can also be used to track potential attackers. Metadata collection at the national level and warrant-based access to IP activity has facilitated apprehension of terrorists. The UN Office on Drugs and Crime has developed protocols to assist law enforcement with collecting digital evidence that is admissible in court proceedings, in order to support prosecution with information about the online activities of those accused of terrorism and other crime.\textsuperscript{23} In some cases, the evidence of internet activity may not be used in court, but it can nevertheless expose potential terrorists, increasing the paranoia of potential co-conspirators and thereby possibly creating deterrence.
ROAD AND RAIL RIGHT-OF-WAY

A further complication in securing transportation infrastructure is the multiplicity of uses to which roads, highways and bridges are often put. Local streets are frequently the sites of conduit for multiple public utilities. It is common for sewer pipes, natural gas lines and water pipes to be laid in trenches dug into the verge of an urban road, and conduits for electrical lines, telephone lines and fiber optic cables is run at the top of the trench. Highways may also provide shared right-of-way for long distance utilities and pipelines. One major highway bridge in a western state carries a road, a railroad, a natural gas pipeline, electrical lines and communications system lines. Its destruction or compromise would have an impact throughout the region for all of these uses, as there is no immediate workaround available in this isolated area for providing access without this bridge.

Disruption of a road or utilities can have cascading effects that can cripple a community. An explosion on the road surface may rupture utility connections buried in the trench, denying normal telephone and internet connections to hospitals and emergency services, as well as to the 9-1-1 system. Damage to the bridge structure may destroy the rail and utility connections that it carries. Intentional flooding of the trench to damage or destroy the utilities can wash away the underlying geological support of the road (sand, gravel) and cause the street surface to collapse into a cavity created by the flowing water. Real-world case studies of such events are given at the end of the paper.

Rail lines also provide a route of travel for ancillary activities. Historically the telegraph lines and then the telephone lines followed the rails, along with electrical lines needed to operate critical signals and switches. Fiber optic cables and Wi-Fi have since been incorporated to facilitate communications, signaling and switches. Positive train control, an advanced system designed to prevent collisions, prevent speed-related derailments, and prevent trains from running on the wrong tracks against signals, relies on radio signals that require electrically-powered repeaters. Loss of these utilities can result in the inability to operate signals and switches, shutting down rail lines. More recently hazardous materials pipelines for natural gas and petroleum products have also shared the railroad right-of-way. Damage to a rail line can cause the related utility lines and pipelines to be damaged, while sabotage or destruction of the utilities might also damage the railroad and its ability to function.
III. FINDINGS: TRANSPORTATION SECURITY CHALLENGES, RESOURCES AND FUTURE CONCERNS

A careful study of transportation security has revealed a variety of concerns that are common across all transportation modes. These concerns include: the nature of transportation vehicles and their technology; the nature of transportation infrastructure and its maintenance; human factors; the nature of security and protective measures; and historical knowledge, its usefulness and its loss. The Findings section ends with an overview of vehicle ramming attacks as terrorist tactics.

THE NATURE OF TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES AND TECHNOLOGY

Transportation vehicles by design are self-propelled, therefore they can be self-destructive. Whether it is a bus, light rail, an airplane or a ship, its own power can be turned against it. Loss of control over the direction and speed of the vehicle through mechanical failure, sabotage or operator intent can cause a catastrophic accident. A variety of recent accidents can be taken as models of what could happen through intentional disruption in a terror attack. The tourist “duck bus” crash in Seattle on the Aurora Bridge, that left four people dead, two critically injured and sixteen others in the emergency room, was due to vehicle failure, but it demonstrated the chaos and disruption created when a vehicle travels uncontrolled through dense traffic and hits another vehicle, in this case a tour bus. A tour bus accident in San Francisco’s heavily populated Union Square shopping district left four people in critical condition and many more injured after it “hit nearly everything in its path for two city blocks,” including two pedestrians and a bicyclist, multiple parked cars, and power poles for the city’s electric buses. The driver claimed that the brakes failed, but the investigation pointed to operator error, mistaking the gas pedal for the brakes. The bus was traveling 40 mph when the driver intentionally stopped by hitting a construction scaffolding.

Rail also presents a vulnerable transportation system which could be exploited for terrorist purposes. The accidental Amtrak/CSX train crash in South Carolina in 2018 presents a model of this vulnerability. Although transportation systems incorporate multiple levels of safety devices, these can be overridden or damaged. During a period when the rail system’s normal signal system was not operating, CSX railroad was dispatching its own trains. Its freight train was assigned to a track that was later also assigned to an Amtrak passenger train that collided with the stopped freight train. Because the signals were not working the Amtrak train had no warning of the presence of the CSX freight train. Two crew members in the Amtrak engine were killed by the 40 mph collision, and 116 passengers were injured. Thousands of gallons of potentially flammable fuel were spilled. Reports of the accident could provide a blueprint for terrorist attacks on rail by disrupting signaling systems. As Battelle noted in a recent 2018 study, “Signal errors can sometime result in collisions or derailments when a malfunctioning signal sends a train down the wrong track at the wrong time.”

Points of vulnerability in rail systems include a variety of safety mechanisms, such as dispatching, signaling and remote switching, which rely for their operation on radio transmission and computer coordination and which can therefore be subject to disruption and cyber-attack. Recently, a system called Positive Train Control (PTC) has been
developed, which the Rail Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (RISA) requires on all main lines for Class 1 railroads. It uses GPS to monitor the train’s location, to prevent trains from entering unsafe areas. It can trigger the brakes remotely if the train is traveling too fast, or is about to enter an unsafe area, such as where the track is assigned to another train. PTC integrates signals, switching and crossing gates while trains are operating; using a radio-based technology to connect to the controlling computer. The train records information about its speed and location which is then sent to “central control systems using wireless signals.” The intent is to provide safety by warning the engineer of speed or location issues, and applying the brakes automatically if the engineer does not take action.

There were delays in PTC installation along the Amtrak Northeast Corridor, due to problems in coordination with the Federal Communications Commission over the assignment of radio frequencies to the trains in crowded urban areas. By the time of the 2018 Amtrak crash in South Carolina, the system still had not been fully implemented. This lack of PTC, three years after the systems were mandated, may have been to blame for the crash.

The PTC is an example of a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system, also known as an Industrial Control System (ICS). These systems are operated by computer software that interprets signals from a source and creates a response. SCADA can also be used to manage and control other aspects of transportation operations, such as the signal systems and switching systems. This software can be tampered with to change the meaning of the signal or the response to the signal. Indeed, there is precedent for this; the Stuxnet computer virus, which was used to damage the Iranian nuclear program’s uranium-purifying centrifuges, worked through interference with the SCADA system controlling the centrifuges, causing them to operate improperly. Stuxnet is only the most famous of many SCADA attacks, including Industroyer and CrashOverRide malware used against the Ukraine’s power grid in December 2016, for example.

A serious vulnerability of these rail transportation safety features is that they mostly operate through radio frequencies, which means that they are vulnerable to radio frequency jamming. Jamming is illegal, and can be detected, but may be effective for short periods of time. A low wattage signal, generated in close proximity to the intended target, can be effective and difficult to detect.

Additional system vulnerabilities are rail systems’ susceptibility to negative track conditions, such as debris on the tracks, and the failure of equipment through poor maintenance or intentional damage. Rail service can also be disrupted by derailing and other forms of infrastructure sabotage.

Providing complete protection of rail assets is not possible. Rail lines stretch for thousands of miles. Military research has demonstrated that it takes a full battalion of military personnel (600 personnel) to secure just 100 km (62 miles) of rail line, with 2 guards per kilometer, on three 8-hour shifts per day. In addition, especially vulnerable parts of the infrastructure like trusses, bridges and tunnels would demand enhanced guarding. Roving patrols and an available response force would also be required to provide full rail system security. It has been estimated that staffing all these positions will require at least 800 personnel per 100 km.
Information which terrorists and criminals could use for developing attacks on transportation systems is available from various sources. Bulletins are circulated among heavy rail operators concerning security issues, including instances of tampering with switching systems. There is also public disclosure through government procurement systems of the specific equipment that was purchased, including information technology systems. Security systems may be revealed during public hearings on related issues, like procurement costs or system efficiency. Al Queda’s *Inspire Magazine* even quoted information from Government Accountability Office (GAO) reports critiquing security programs. Federal departments may disclose information in manuals and guides which terrorists could use for creating disruptive activities. Public agencies may announce the acquisition of new sensors and communications systems in order to promote feelings of security among the public.

Freight rail is another point of vulnerability. It operates using the same systems as passenger rail, but its disruption may have more severe ramifications for an area or region than the disruption of commuter service. Freight rail in the United States is the major transportation conduit for heavy assets for industry, international trade and defense. Unlike the public Amtrak system, freight rail systems are generally privately-owned, leading to lack of coordination of security precautions across all companies sharing the system.

Military tactics have been developed for disruptive effect and denial of service on the rail system, not to incapacitate permanently. Significant economic impact can be gained by delaying deliveries of critical components. A civilian accident demonstrates the impact of schedule disruption on the economy. For example, land slippage at the construction site of a tunnel in Rastatt, Germany closed its principal north-south railway that links ports at Rotterdam, Hamburg and Antwerp. As a result, 200 freight trains were stranded on the tracks, with losses to industry estimated at millions of Euros per week. Residual capacity on possible alternate rail routes was scarce during this time due to construction activities. Road alternatives for trucks to replace trains were impacted at border crossings due to truck inspection requirements, with Switzerland and Italy especially hard hit by long delays.

**THE NATURE OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND ITS MAINTENANCE**

Poor maintenance of transportation facilities creates opportunities for sabotage and other terrorist acts against weakened infrastructure. While deficiencies in road and bridge maintenance are frequently noted, there are also deficiencies in other elements of transportation system upkeep.

In 2013, the Federal Transit Administration estimated that there’s an eighty-six-billion-dollar backlog in deferred maintenance on the nation’s rail and bus lines. The American Society of Civil Engineers, which gives America’s over-all infrastructure a grade of D-plus, has said that we would need to spend $3.6 trillion by 2020 to bring it up to snuff.

Metropolitan New Orleans’ experience with Hurricane Katrina showed how a “normal disaster” was worsened by the poor maintenance of the closely interrelated drainage infrastructure in the area, with cascading effects. Leavitt and Kiefer note that the failure of the levees led to the pumps being overwhelmed, and roads being inundated and washed away. Without adequate security, similar results could also be caused deliberately through sabotage of the
pumps during storm conditions.

Stronger enforcement of building code regulations and stricter and more thorough bridge inspections could provide greater security for public infrastructure. Erosion prevention through regular maintenance measures as simple as painting could prevent “normal disasters” from leading to catastrophic failures. Rioja suggests that the economic rate of return (ERR) for highway maintenance investments in the United States is 25-38%, taking into account the value of full functionality of the road. Analysts typically look at the benefits of road maintenance to users realized in lower costs for car repairs and shorter and less disrupted commutes.

When the value of security is added to safety and economic impact captured in traditional models, the rate of return would be even higher. Consider the value of avoiding crises such as the collapse of the I-35 bridge in Minneapolis in 2002 that killed 13 people and injured 145 people. The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) determined that the primary cause of the collapse was a design flaw in the gusset plates, but years of inspections had not recognized this weakness, and the eventual proximate cause of the collapse was the loading of the bridge with construction equipment and supplies being used for a renovation project. This extra load during rush hour traffic stressed the plates, causing a catastrophic failure of the western span.

While this event was due to poor evaluation of the bridge’s design capacity, an intentional overloading of a bridge could be created deliberately by terrorists. The National Bridge Inventory of the Federal Highway Administration and the grade crossing numbers of the Federal Railway Administration are published annually, and provide evaluation of the conditions of highway and railroad bridges for the purpose of distributing maintenance funding. These lists could guide terrorists to bridges in weakened condition, facilitating a collapse attack. This suggests that heightened surveillance of listed bridges could be an important deterrent to tampering and terrorism.

HUMAN FACTORS

The Transportation Research Board (TRB) has highlighted four elements of transportation security, which can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of security programs against human criminal or terrorist action: deterrence, detection, denial of access, and mitigation. The design and extent of the transportation infrastructure may make it impossible to use all four elements on every asset, but in any case some combination of the four approaches can be used to enhance the security of transportation.

Deterrence

Active surveillance with staffed cameras backed up by a rapid response force, selective passenger screening, and bomb sniffing dogs are all designed to deter attacks by making their planning and execution too difficult. Fences, walls, guarded entrances and alarms may provide deterrence by protecting the most valuable or most newsworthy elements of a target, reducing the value of an attack. For example, Israel has long employed the rapid clean-up and restoration of bus bombing sites, devaluing the psychological impact on the
Preventative measures taken in advance are needed to successfully deter terror attacks. This includes the promotion of awareness of terrorist tactics and methods among civilians, allowing them to more easily notice unusual circumstances and report them to local authorities. Such “see something, say something” programs have been an effective strategy in deterring and disrupting terrorist plots.

Bus drivers are on the front line of protecting their passengers from criminal actions. One example shows how quick thinking can deter attacks on passengers. For example, one bus driver had a mentally disordered passenger draw a knife, threatening her and her passengers. The bus driver surreptitiously hit the panic button and pulled the bus to the curb. The knife-wielding passenger demanded that she drive on, but she told him that she was ahead of schedule, and that she would get in trouble if she got to the next stop early. Her quick thinking allowed time for the police to locate and board the bus, and disarm the passenger.

Other civilians can also do their part to promote safety. One dog walker successfully deterred a planned attack using improvised explosive devices (IEDs), when she called the local police about a “terrible odor” coming from a back yard that she walked passed each day. She had thought that it might be a meth lab, but investigation by the local code enforcement officer revealed that the back yard was filled with open containers of urine. Urea nitrate, a favorite explosive used by terrorist groups based in the Middle East, can be cheaply made by concentrating urine by exposure to sunlight. Her report led to revelation of a terrorist plan to make IEDs.

In another case, a neighbor was curious about why some young men in her apartment building were receiving deliveries of large boxes labeled “medical glassware.” When she asked where they worked, the men said that they were trash collectors. In this case too, the woman suspected a meth lab and called the police. Investigation revealed that the men were setting up a system for making a biological warfare agent to release in the New York City subway system, a plot modeled on the 1995 Sarin nerve agent attack in Tokyo.

Sometimes actions are only seen as suspicious in retrospect. After the 7/7/05 subway and bus bombings in London, a beauty supply operator contacted police to say that she might have been the source of the raw materials for the tri-acetone tri-peroxide (TATP) explosives used. She reported to the London Metropolitan Police that two men who resembled the bombers had come to her beauty supply shop a few days earlier, buying a large quantity of hair bleach and nail polish remover. When she asked them what they needed it for, they said that their sister was opening a beauty shop. She thought it odd that they wanted all that bleach, but no other hair products, and nail polish remover, but no nail polish or manicure products. When she heard the name of the explosive she was struck by the presence of peroxide in hair bleach and acetone in nail polish remover.

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has created a program that is intended to develop awareness of possible terroristic uses of common household and hardware store items. The Bomb-making Materials Awareness Program (BMAP) is offered to police
departments and retail stores to explain how bombs can be created using readily available items like pool chemicals, fertilizer, irrigation pipe, screws, nails and wire. The program is intended to heighten the level of suspicion when someone buys an unusual combination of items. An example of such an unusual combination would be the purchase of lots of pipes and caps, but no connectors—materials used for making pipe bombs. The goal is to help retail clerks recognize when something is amiss and notify local law enforcement so that they can investigate.\textsuperscript{58}

**Detection**

Detection is the second method for devaluing an attack. Detection may focus on interdicting the planning process, or on finding the device in advance of its deployment. Strange behavior at a transit station – such as sitting on the platform for long periods or taking photos of infrastructure – may signal attack planning. Detection may allow for evacuation, arrests, or bomb disposal in advance of detonation.\textsuperscript{59}

**Denial of Access**

Denying attackers access to their target is the next aspect of security. Even after an attack has been planned, or even begun, the high value human or material target can be moved away from danger. The target may be placed behind additional levels of security that are harder to breach. Escape tunnels, safe rooms and changes to access protocols all fall into this category.\textsuperscript{60}

**Mitigation**

Mitigation is the fourth strategy for heightened security. Even if an attack cannot be prevented, mitigation measures can be installed or implemented that thwart the purpose of the attack. The goal is to protect the primary target (human life), while perhaps allowing some damage to less-valuable elements of infrastructure. Bullet-resistant glass, rail car roofs designed to explode upward in an attack, and the redesign of potential hiding places for explosives, such as switching from solid to open-mesh refuse containers, can all lower the impact of an attack.\textsuperscript{61} Increases in the speed of identification and interdiction of attackers can be achieved through facial recognition software, license plate readers and constantly changing passwords.

Physical security cannot prevent every attack or protect every target, but it can slow down the progress of an attack to allow the responders time for interdiction. Jenkins and Butterworth note the value of blocking pedestrianized roads with bollards, and blocking access to markets and festivals with trucks parked across the access road.\textsuperscript{62} Locks, safes and fences are all ultimately able to be overcome by determined intruders, but it takes time, and that increases the probability of detection, which may enable a robust response to be implemented before the high value target is reached.
Cameras

Sometimes, strategies to deter, detect, deny access and mitigate may be based on false assumptions. For example, in the 1990s, the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system installed what appeared to be surveillance cameras in many of its rail cars to deter crime against passengers. This widely publicized strategy backfired when a murder took place on a BART car in 2016, and passengers did not take cell phone footage of the shooting because they assumed that the BART cameras were working. It was later revealed that less than 25% of the cameras were functional, while the rest were “dummy” or faux cameras that did not record anything. Law enforcement investigators had to rely on station cameras to find pictures of the shooter, who has never been identified.

Eric Swalwell, the local congressman, complained to the website SFGate, “I had assumed that every time I got on BART those cameras were rolling and someone was watching”; the website also reports that “he said he also wasn’t aware that none of the onboard devices—there are four in each car—can be monitored remotely in real time, which would allow BART to better respond to unfolding emergencies.” This demonstrates a further widespread misconception about cameras, since most surveillance cameras are intended only for recording activities for use in identifying and prosecuting law breakers after the fact, not interdicting the event. This use was demonstrated in the 7/7/05 London bombings, in which the cameras did not prevent the attack but did allow the identification of the bombers. BART promised that the new cars being installed between 2017 and 2021 would have working surveillance cameras. Indeed the new cars came equipped with 2,000 of them.

Counter-terrorism funding has been used by some large transit agencies to provide cameras in all trains, stations and buses. For example, the Chicago Transit Authority has 23,000 cameras across its system. After 9/11, New York City’s Metropolitan Transportation Authority has been outfitting all of its new buses and trains with working cameras, and San Francisco Municipal Transit Authority has cameras in all the buses, rail and cable cars.

Sometimes cameras have multiple purposes. In San Jose, the traffic cameras can be reoriented from the traffic flow in the street to observe the level of water in the street during a flood. At Disneyland there are cameras whose primary purpose is the monitoring of the lines at rides in order to modify the operational tempo to better meet demand, but these same cameras can reveal crimes in progress or record the identity of someone who has committed a crime. The utility of monitored cameras for these purposes is limited by the person observing, as a security-oriented worker may not notice the back-up of waiting riders, while a ride-oriented worker may miss indications of someone committing a crime.

London’s 2012 Summer Olympics saw an unprecedented level of surveillance for the city, designed to ensure the safety of the athletes and spectators at the games. Indeed, even the Olympic Games’ mascots were dolls with one huge eye that “records everything.” Among the innovations introduced for the Olympics were “intelligent CCTV surveillance systems.” These CCTV systems are enabled through greater camera resolution, a wider range of lighting conditions, enhanced computer processing power and refinement of the software. Their constant operation demonstrates to would-be disrupters that the Olympic sites and activities are under constant surveillance by many specialists. The responsiveness of the CCTV system is also enhanced by the addition of facial recognition.
systems and license plate readers. In addition to CCTV, other security upgrades included new scanners, biometric ID cards, and disease tracking databases.

Under Piccadilly Circus in London, staff in a control center with 47 screens monitored the camera output 24 hours a day, every day during the Olympic Games, enabling the security team to view large areas of London in high definition. Three people worked on each 12-hour shift to monitor the 47 screens that gathered feeds from 120 cameras, both traditional and wireless, while DVRs recorded the video output. Not surprisingly, the staff stated that their biggest challenge was staying awake during the long shifts, which is a common problem in the security industry. The upgrade to the existing surveillance camera system of the City of Westminster (part of Greater London) cost £500,000, but was reputed to have improved the picture quality by 400%. The goals of the system were to monitor traffic, to prevent criminal activities, including non-violent ones like the sale of fake Olympic merchandise, and to prevent terrorist attacks on the venues that drew one million extra people to London during the games.\textsuperscript{71} This technology was backed by a security force of more than 24,000 members, which is the largest mobilization of police and armed forces personnel in the United Kingdom since the Second World War.\textsuperscript{72}

Intelligent surveillance camera systems allow operators to change from passive surveillance to active tracking of selected individuals in real time. Cameras can be linked to allow the monitor to skip from one camera to the next as a crime or suspicious event unfolds. While the technology for tracking an individual through computer-aided camera switching is still developing, this is a revolutionary development, because the cameras were previously primarily intended only for documentation rather than for the proactive tracking of a criminal in real time. Previously, attentive security personnel could choose to manually switch cameras to follow an individual as a crime unfolded, but this required a thorough knowledge of the facility and the camera angles in order to avoid losing the suspect in the blind spots of the camera system. The computer-aided tracking is more rapid and accurate.

**NATURE OF SECURITY AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES**

Urban environments offer many data collection opportunities, but generally the data collected is only analyzed by the agency collecting it. Law enforcement is a state’s rights role under the 9th and 10th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution. Federal agencies and state/local law enforcement entities generally only collaborate on specific bases or activities, otherwise operating in separate law enforcement spheres. In the past, most federal law enforcement agencies operated under a “need to know” philosophy of information sharing with non-federal law enforcement agencies. Monitoring of infrastructure systems is performed by the owners independently, with each utility and agency monitoring its own infrastructure through its own security or law enforcement personnel. Only crimes or security compromises cause coordination among different law enforcement agencies, to generate mutual understanding of environments.

**Fusion Centers and Information Sharing**

In most metropolitan areas critical infrastructure agencies do not share information about
security issues across jurisdictions and infrastructures. “Fusion centers” were created after 9/11 in order to try to break down institutional barriers to information sharing, but some have been more successful than others. The DHS defines fusion centers as “a collaborative effort of two or more agencies that provide resources, expertise and information to the center with the goal of maximizing their ability to detect, prevent, investigate, and respond to criminal and terrorist activity.”

The 2011 revision of homeland security strategies, Presidential Policy Directive-8, recognized “critical transportation” as an element of critical infrastructure/key resources and as a core capability. Presidential Policy Directive-21 designated 16 critical infrastructure sectors, including the transportation systems sector. Transportation’s seven sub-sectors, as shown in Figure 1, are part of the fusion center information sharing network. The concerns of a state’s transportation agencies may be represented in the state-level fusion center by the highway patrol agency for that state. Large transit agencies may be represented in the metropolitan fusion center by their internal law enforcement department, or by the agency with whom they contract for transit law enforcement services. Small agencies, private sector transportation entities, and other transportation sector members, such as pipeline operators and private shipping services (e.g., FedEx, UPS), may not be directly represented, and proactive outreach from federal, state or local law enforcement agencies may be needed in order to gather and disseminate critical threat information related to potential attacks and security measures.
The Transportation Systems Sector consists of seven key subsectors, or modes:

**Aviation** includes aircraft, air traffic control systems, and about 19,700 airports, heliports, and landing strips. Approximately 500 airports provide commercial aviation services at civil and joint-use military airports, heliports, and sea plane bases. In addition, the aviation mode includes commercial and recreational aircraft (manned and unmanned) and a wide-variety of support services, such as aircraft repair stations, fueling facilities, navigation aids, and flight schools.

**Highway and Motor Carrier** encompasses more than 4 million miles of roadway, more than 600,000 bridges, and more than 350 tunnels. Vehicles include trucks, including those carrying hazardous materials; other commercial vehicles, including commercial motor coaches and school buses; vehicle and driver licensing systems; traffic management systems; and cyber systems used for operational management.

**Maritime Transportation System** consists of about 95,000 miles of coastline, 361 ports, more than 25,000 miles of waterways, and intermodal landside connections that allow the various modes of transportation to move people and goods to, from, and on the water.

**Mass Transit and Passenger Rail** includes terminals, operational systems, and supporting infrastructure for passenger services by transit buses, trolleybuses, monorail, heavy rail—also known as subways or metros—light rail, passenger rail, and vanpool/rideshare. Public transportation and passenger rail operations provided an estimated 10.8 billion passenger trips in 2014.

**Pipeline Systems** consist of more than 2.5 million miles of pipelines spanning the country and carrying nearly all of the nation's natural gas and about 65 percent of hazardous liquids, as well as various chemicals. Above-ground assets, such as compressor stations and pumping stations, are also included.

**Freight Rail** consists of seven major carriers, hundreds of smaller railroads, over 138,000 miles of active railroad, over 1.33 million freight cars, and approximately 20,000 locomotives. An estimated 12,000 trains operate daily. The Department of Defense has designated 30,000 miles of track and structure as critical to mobilization and resupply of U.S. forces.

**Postal and Shipping** moves about 720 million letters and packages each day and includes large integrated carriers, regional and local courier services, mail services, mail management firms, and chartered and delivery services.

---

Figure 1. Critical Infrastructure – Transportation

Divisions within law enforcement - among the federal, state and local levels block intelligence sharing and coordination for routine information. Fusion centers help with the sharing of information about multi-sector threats and serious terrorist or criminal threats, but cross-agency sharing is not the norm on a daily basis. Few agencies have the staffing to maintain a regular exchange of routine law enforcement information, and yet it is often the small out-of-place action that exposes an individual as conducting surveillance of potential targets or as acquiring dangerous materials. For a hypothetical example, if a local police agency noticed that the same car was stopped next to a local railway company’s right-of-way every day for a week when the hazardous materials hauling train passed, this information may not be communicated to the railway company, despite being valuable information for them to know; if the car was legally parked, the occupant might be a train spotter looking for unique cars or company logos, but the occupant might also be a terrorist conducting surveillance to plan an attack on the train line. For another example, a customer buying only metal nuts and irrigation pipe and caps, and no connectors or bolts, might attract the attention of hardware store security, who might bring it to the attention of local law enforcement, but they in turn may not think it necessary to report to the fusion center; however, this too may turn out to be important, for while the customer might be lengthening the irrigation lines on his property and replacing nuts on the clamps, he might instead be building shrapnel-containing pipe bombs.

Professional Knowledge and Documentation

Law enforcement officers who are assigned to regular patrol areas, or “beats,” become familiar with the routine activities of that area, and are therefore well-suited to recognizing when something is out of the ordinary. Training should encourage the patrol officers to document what they see that is unique and worrisome. The accumulation of many small discrepancies may be the key to recognizing and stopping criminal or terrorist activity. Poole, in his book Last Hundred Yards, noted the value of the expert knowledge of non-commissioned officers (NCOs) in the military. Commissioned officers document their work well through mandatory regular reports, but NCOs do not, so the next generation of NCOs has to relearn the routine actions that create success. NCOs often overlook resources for providing the details of managing a situation. Ground experience of field personnel allows them to accumulate critical operational knowledge, but it is seldom documented. As Poole writes, “Because NCO knowledge has not been systematically retrieved, the US Armed Forces have not learned as much about small unit tactics as they should have… The tragedy is that every time a seasoned NCO or Staff NCO leaves the service, much of what he has learned about situational detail and the tricks of the trade of tactical execution goes with him.”

There was a notable loss of tactical knowledge after World War I. During the Great War there was knowledge developed about military tactics like sniping, machine gun employment, and tactical troop movements in trenches, but this tactical knowledge was not retained.79 Activities that are generally considered to be at the NCO level and below were poorly documented or not at all. At the end of the war American forces were radically downsized, leading to a loss of group memory and knowledge.80

Now that digital voice recorders and cell phone cameras are readily available to police patrol
officers, it would be easier to accumulate this knowledge, if patrol officers were encouraged to collect it on agency-owned devices. As they discover the unique characteristics of each neighborhood in which they operate, and the specific techniques that work best there, they could document what is normal, so that new criminal activities or terrorist activity might be more readily identified.

Crime runs in cycles, and old techniques re-emerge. Older patrol officer knowledge, like NCO knowledge, is not well documented either and is often lost. This reality is shown clearly in the confidence games that recur periodically when the public has forgotten them, creating a new generation of vulnerable people being helped by a new generation of law enforcement officers that has to relearn investigative methods. Sometimes these schemes make use of new technology, like cell phone calls or internet e-mail contacts, while at their core remaining the same. For example, the Spanish Prisoner trick is now conducted on the internet. These schemes can be quite long-lived; Ponzi schemes existed even before the 1920s when they got the name, and are still being used through investors like Bernie Madoff.

In World War II the British High Command created a special army unit tasked with engaging in sabotage in occupied Europe, called the Special Operations Executive. Their Secret Operations Manual encouraged the members to think like a perpetrator of crime, to anticipate actions, and to interfere with economic and military activities through destruction of assets. Their targets included anything of value to the war effort that can be attacked. Their role was to act as a constant irritant to make the Axis’ position more difficult, and to strain their intelligence-gathering capabilities to lessen the likelihood of detection of SOE troops. The lesson for contemporary law enforcement agencies to draw from the SOE is the importance of collecting intelligence from the perspective of the adversary (think like a criminal), and to learn to look at things from the point of view of how to destroy them (their sabotage training).

HISTORY AND LESSONS LEARNED AND LOST

Failure to document knowledge as it is developed results in its loss. Later events require the same disaster experiences for the knowledge to be regained, at a considerable cost. For example, after the Loma Prieta earthquake of 1989 communities struggled with rehousing the survivors. Community collaborations with local non-profit agencies and the housing industry resulted in relatively rapid housing repair and the rehousing of the community members. After the Northridge earthquake of 1994 the California Office of Emergency Services used the Loma Prieta lessons to rehouse and rebuild effectively. Yet rehousing challenges in disasters like Hurricanes Katrina (2005), Matthew (2016) and Harvey (2017) required the recreation of knowledge about coordination and collaboration with non-profit organizations; while California documented its internal systems, other states did not take advantage of the knowledge developed in the successful management of California’s two urban earthquakes, and did not incorporate it into their state emergency plans.

Similarly, Smithson wrote Ataxia in 2000 to capture the lessons learned from asymmetric warfare in Tokyo during the sarin attack of 1995, to inventory then-current American capabilities, and to compile data from 33 American cities with some terrorism response capabilities. While this publication carefully documents emergency response information, emergency responders have not been exposed to it, so none of the knowledge was applied
to the 9/11 attacks in New York City. In contrast, the Arlington Fire Department used the Incident Command System (ICS) in responding to the simultaneous attack at the Pentagon, an acknowledged best practice from numerous wildland fires and the Northridge earthquake, which was documented in *Ataxia*. The result was an efficient response to the crash, leading to the National Incident Management System (NIMS) being based on ICS.89

Key people in any organization, whether military NCOs or beat patrol officers, develop deep practical knowledge, experience and understanding of their jobs, but when they leave this field-level knowledge can easily be lost. Documentation of successful strategies, and their incorporation into routine training, can keep the knowledge base growing, and provide a basis for developing successful responses to new challenges, including terrorist attacks on transportation assets.

**VEHICLE RAMMING ATTACKS SINCE 2014**

Jenkins and Butterworth have found that vehicle ramming attacks are on the rise. There have been 78 terrorist attacks using vehicles as weapons since 1973, but the frequency has increased markedly in recent years. In the 34 years from 1973 to 2007 there were 16 attacks; in the next eight years from 2008 to 2016 there were 32 attacks; and from 2017 to April of 2018, there were 30 attacks in only 16 months. The lethality of the attacks is generally increasing as well, with 43 killed in China in 2014, and 86 people killed in Nice, France in 2016, the largest number ever killed in one vehicle attack. Jenkins and Butterworth estimate that even without counting the Nice attack there are now on average 4 fatalities per vehicle ramming event, whereas between 1973 and 2015 there was on average less than one fatality per event. Injuries are usually in the double digits, but at the high end, in the China attack over 90 were injured, and in Nice 434 people were injured.90

Going back to ancient times, terrorist tactics were based on recruiting members for cells, and in the twentieth century on the development of complex IEDs and intricate plots. After 9/11, when the worldwide security apparatus was increased, jihadist terrorist organizations turned instead towards the use of slick publications on the internet, as noted above, to encourage individual terrorism. In 2010, Al Qaeda’s online webzine *Inspire* featured an article, “The Ultimate Mowing Machine,” that encouraged its followers to use pick-up trucks “to mow down the enemies of Allah.”91 By 2014, ISIS was encouraging its followers to run over infidels with their cars, in a list of lethal actions that could be carried out without traditional weapons.
### Table 1. TSA List of Vehicle Ramming Attacks, 2014–2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Attacks</th>
<th>Casualties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4/2017, Stockholm, Sweden</td>
<td>truck rammed a department store in the city center</td>
<td>4 killed, 15 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/2017, London, England</td>
<td>car rammed pedestrians on Westminster Bridge</td>
<td>6 killed (including attacker), 50 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2017, Jerusalem, Israel</td>
<td>truck rammed military personnel near a popular promenade</td>
<td>5 killed (including attacker), 15 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/2016, Berlin, Germany</td>
<td>truck rammed pedestrians at outdoor Christmas market</td>
<td>12 killed, 56 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/2016, Columbus, OH</td>
<td>car rammed pedestrians at Ohio State University</td>
<td>1 killed (attacker), 11 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/2016, Vienna, Austria</td>
<td>car rammed pedestrians on a busy street</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/2016, Nice, France</td>
<td>truck rammed pedestrians during Bastille Day fireworks display</td>
<td>87 killed (including attacker), 434 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2016, Valence, France</td>
<td>car rammed military personnel guarding a mosque</td>
<td>1 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/2015, Lyon, France</td>
<td>van rammed gas cylinders at gas factory</td>
<td>2 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/2015, Graz, Austria</td>
<td>car rammed pedestrians in the city center</td>
<td>3 killed, 36 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/2014, Nantes, France</td>
<td>van rammed pedestrians at Christmas market</td>
<td>1 killed, 10 injured (including attacker)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/2014, Dijon, France</td>
<td>car rammed pedestrians throughout the city</td>
<td>11 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/2014, Jerusalem, Israel</td>
<td>van rammed pedestrians at light rail station</td>
<td>4 killed (including attacker), 13 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/2014, Jerusalem, Israel</td>
<td>car rammed into pedestrians at light rail station</td>
<td>3 killed (including attacker), 7 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/2014, Quebec, Canada</td>
<td>car rammed military personnel in shopping center parking lot</td>
<td>2 killed (including attacker), 1 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/2014, Jerusalem, Israel</td>
<td>tractor rammed pedestrians and a public bus</td>
<td>2 killed (including attacker), 5 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/2014, Xinjiang, China</td>
<td>two sports utility vehicles rammed pedestrians in street market; attackers also threw explosives from vehicles</td>
<td>43 killed (including 4 attackers), 90+ injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Table 2. 2017–2018 Vehicle Ramming Attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Attacks</th>
<th>Casualties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4/2018, Toronto, Canada</td>
<td>rented van driven into pedestrians in North York Centre Business District for 2.2 km</td>
<td>10 killed, 16 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/2017, New York City</td>
<td>rented Home Depot pick-up truck driven 1 mile on Hudson River Greenway limited access bike trail, hitting bicyclists and pedestrians</td>
<td>8 killed, 11 injured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/2017, Barcelona</td>
<td>van driven into pedestrians on Las Ramblas, a crowded tourist boulevard</td>
<td>13 killed, 130 injured; attacker was killed by police later</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/2017, London</td>
<td>van driven into pedestrians on London Bridge; terrorists ran to Borough Market and began stabbing people</td>
<td>11 killed (including 3 attackers), 48 injured (including 4 unarmed police officers who intervened)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vehicle ramming attacks have often been perpetrated by “lone wolf” or “stray dog” terrorists with a variety of motivations, who create a plan, obtain a vehicle and commit the crime with no outside assistance. The 17 ramming attacks identified by TSA in Table I are mostly lone wolf attacks. Of the four more recent vehicle jamming events listed in Table 2, only the Barcelona attack seems to have been backed by a terrorist cell.

Most Deadly: Nice, France, July 2016

Jenkins and Butterworth point out that the Nice event was the most lethal of the vehicle ramming attacks to date, killing 86 people. The attack occurred on Bastille Day (July 14), a summer holiday enjoyed by many French citizens. The sea front in Nice is a favorite gathering spot for watching the celebratory fireworks. Local officials created a security barrier around the Promenade des Anglais for the safety of the pedestrians strolling along it, but there was a failure in the security cordon, and a rented white cargo truck driven by a Tunisian was able to gain access to the water front street crowded with pedestrians. It initially traveled in the direction of the airport. Half an hour later it turned around and headed for the crowd, breaching the security barriers. After the driver would not stop, police fired on the vehicle and it sped up. For 2 km it zigzagged through the crowd, mowing people down. The police brought the truck to a stop, and then the driver began firing on police with a pistol. The driver was then shot through the windshield of the truck and killed.

In response to the attack, 12,000 reservists were summoned to Nice, and citizens were asked to join the reserves. France’s terror alert level was raised to the highest level. The dead and injured were from 19 different nations. The injured were taken to the local university hospital, and 84 people died at the scene of the attack, while one died in the hospital. Ultimately 434 people were treated for injuries related to the truck ramming.

While the truck driver did not leave any message, Islamic State claimed that he had been one of their followers, and had carried out the attack “in response to calls to target the citizens of the coalition that is fighting the Islamic State.”
IV. ANALYSIS

CAMERAS

Since the London 2012 Olympics, new approaches to transportation security have included more technology, used in various ways.

London’s cameras provide beneficial information to law enforcement because they are actively staffed around the clock. Because of its expense, however, not many communities can afford such a comprehensive staffing system.

Some communities and transit organizations have cameras that record activities on the system, without an active monitoring force. This recorded and date/time-stamped information can be useful in tracing the movement of criminals, or identifying perpetrators after a criminal or terrorist act. The London subway and bus bombing in July 2005 was recorded, enabling investigators to identify the bombers, and then trace their steps from their original trips on the subway lines\(^9\). However, it is important to communicate to the riding public that the cameras will not trigger an immediate law enforcement response.

The length of video storage time is also an important factor when determining how valuable the recordings will be, and how they can be used. If the recordings are monitored live, it may be acceptable for them to be erased every 24 hours. This saves on cost for hard drive space, for indexing and for storage. Unmonitored recordings may need to be kept longer, since its value is retrospective after a crime has been committed. It may be days or even weeks before a victim and the investigating law enforcement department recognize the evidentiary or investigative value of the recordings.

FENCING

Fencing is another popular method for enhancing security. Fencing material can be selected to provide seclusion for the asset, such as rail equipment or parked buses. It may also be selected to provide a physical barrier without a visual barrier. Chain link fencing allows for easier observation of activity behind the fence by patrol vehicles, which may deter crime inside the fence.

Fencing does not provide perfect protection for the passengers or resources kept behind it. However, fencing does slow down someone seeking illicit access, because they have to pause to breech the fence by cutting the material or scaling it. Their action makes their criminal intent obvious to observers, during which time they may be observed and stopped. Fencing also channels access to the property, limiting the space that has to be regularly guarded to the access point.

Layered defense can be based on a foundation of fencing, to be augmented when more valuable assets or greater threats exist. For one example, guard dogs can be brought in for periods of heightened concern. For another, cameras can be installed along the fence which typically only record, but that can be monitored in times of increased sensitivity.
LIGHTING

The value of lighting is that it enables facility users to have more situational awareness of their surroundings from twilight to sunrise. It also enhances the ability of patrol personnel to observe activities within the facility. The placement, number and brightness of the light fixtures can be adjusted based on cost/benefit analysis of its relative deterrent factor. More light is needed in high crime areas, when high value assets are being stored, or to prevent trips and falls in uneven terrain. Routine lighting of paved walkways can be lower in safe areas. Low lighting creates shadows which provide hiding places for criminals and terrorists. However, a lack of lighting can also be a security option, as it blinds the criminal, while patrol officers can be issued night vision equipment. Ambient lighting can be enough for criminals to see their way around, yet not provide enough light for them to be revealed to routine patrol, so in general low lighting should be avoided.

Light has two on-going costs which may influence the choice of placement and brightness: electricity costs and bulb replacement costs. New technology using LED bulbs, however, both lessen the operating cost for electricity, and lengthen the time between bulb replacements. Many systems also permit the operator to lower the lights at low usage times, and increase the brightness when there is more pedestrian or vehicular traffic.

If cameras are being used, the lighting placement and brightness will have to be coordinated with the camera lens quality, to ensure that the light source does not reflect back onto the lens. Care must be taken in the selection of the lighting source and its color spectrum, as some lighting can render some colors invisible to the camera, even with newer technology. Systems must be tested to select the proper combination of light and camera. Choices of how to light fence lines to enhance patrol effectiveness should be determined by the anticipated threat being defended against and the terrain.

Light bulbs are generally made of glass, and so are inherently vulnerable to breakage by projectiles. They can also be blacked out with spray paint. Cages can be installed to protect the bulbs, but these can also dampen illumination, depending on their shape and material composition, and will not protect the bulb from paint. Above-ground power supplies are vulnerable to tampering, while underground utilities are vulnerable to corrosion from the soil surrounding the conduit, flooding, and excavation accidents, as well as such lines being more expensive to replace.

TRENDS

Jenkins and Claire note that as the ISIS effort failed in Syria, a number of former ISIS fighters have returned to their homes in Europe. Some are determined to bring the war to Europe. A pre-existing criminal class in Europe combined with these returning adherents of a terrorist ideology to create a network of terrorists. They carried out multi-faceted attacks in Paris on November 13, 2015 that left 130 people dead from explosions, shootings and suicide vest detonations. In Belgium on March 22, 2016 another 35 people were killed in two transportation-related explosions: the airport and a metro station. The French government believes that these attacks were controlled by ISIS from Syria, but that that network has now been disbanded. The lesson learned by the next ISIS fighter
generation may be to go it alone.

Lone wolf vehicle attacks have risen in frequency because they are simple. They do not require coordination among conspirators, varied skills or wide knowledge in order to be carried out. The Rand Corporation’s report *Aptitude for Destruction* notes that more sophisticated attacks lead to complexity, and the challenge of operational security rises with the number of people involved in an operation.\(^{101}\) There is also a higher likelihood of observers recognizing that something unusual is happening when there are multiple actors, and when there is a need to acquire noticeable resources (e.g., two end caps and a short piece of pipe, hinting that a pipe bomb may be built).

Also, as conspirators try to develop the attack they may ask questions that, taken together become suspicious. These questions may form a pattern that reveals actions to the FBI. This possibility for observation makes a lone wolf model desirable to the attacker. Militia movements and eco-terrorists of the 1990s have favored lone wolf tactics because they are easier to use covertly, as described in *Eco Defense*.\(^{102}\)

In America, most people have access to a vehicle. Most people know how to drive, or can learn without attracting suspicion. Terrorists are shifting to simple methods— lone-wolf vehicle attacks - because complex approaches are easier to detect and disrupt. This approach enables a single person to engage in terrorist acts like the Nice and New York vehicle-ramming attacks that generated worldwide attention.\(^{103}\) The ease with which lone-wolf vehicle attacks can be replicated by a single individual with little skill also makes the attacks psychologically disturbing. Bomb building, or even the skilled use of a rifle for mass killing, requires concerted effort and unique resources; in contrast, most people drive a car, accidents occur every day, and the possibility of intentionally running over people does not require any imagination.

First responder knowledge about terrorist tactics has been lost since 9/11. Rotation of personnel to new positions, attrition in the ranks of law enforcement, and retirements among first responders have all resulted in loss of first-hand knowledge gained through training delivered after terrorist events. While some focused counter-terrorism training has continued, less emphasis is placed on terrorism preparedness, while scarce resources have been redirected to other operational needs, like active shooter and civil unrest. Right after the Oklahoma City bombing and sarin attack in Tokyo in 1995, Metropolitan Medical Task Forces (MMTF) were created in 27 American cities in 1996,\(^{104}\) with a significant contribution in first responder personnel time by the local jurisdictions. For example, in one-year San Jose Police Department spent $1 million in overtime to train their officers in responding to attacks with weapons of mass disruption, such as dirty bombs or anthrax attacks.\(^{105}\) After 9/11, the MMTF program was transitioned to the Metropolitan Medical Response System (MMRS), an approach focused less on public safety responders and more on medical personnel. The anthrax attacks which followed 9/11, and the threat of infectious disease outbreaks like Ebola and pandemic flu, have changed the focus from public safety responders to medical response. The knowledge developed in the earlier MMTF training and exercise programs has atrophied or been lost altogether through retirements, promotions and job position rotations. Today’s public safety personnel have never received the weapons of mass disruption field response training.
Similar losses of practical knowledge have happened before. In World War II, military personnel were trained on railroad derailing, how to damage trains, and on booby-trapping. Again, in the Vietnam War sabotage training was offered and used by troops in the field. Military personnel recognized that if it is self-propelled it can be made to be self-destructive.\textsuperscript{106} A focus on all hazards can blend with the specific hazard of chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive (CBRNE) training to enhance public safety first responder capabilities. Training for responding to chemical attacks can also apply to response to pipeline accidents or other accidental releases of hazardous materials. Preparation for biological attacks applies to managing an outbreak of pandemic flu. Response to a terrorist’s bomb is similar to response to an explosion in an ANFO plant or refinery.

Recently, with the advent of vehicle ramming strategies and the resurgence of explosives attacks, law enforcement has heightened its focus on terrorism threats. Effective intelligence gathering, and infiltration and disruption of terrorist groups by law enforcement, have forced terrorists to use simpler attack methods, such as lone wolf vehicle ramming attacks. This is a prime indicator that the systems for interdiction of terrorist acts by law enforcement are working against cell-oriented strategies. It remains to be seen whether they will be effective against the single actor. It reinforces the need to maintain training on all forms of potential terrorist activity to be prepared for evolving terrorist strategies.
V. CASE STUDIES: ORDINARY EVENTS CAN BECOME TERRORIST BLUEPRINTS

Baltimore Tunnel Fire

Scenario

On July 18, 2001 a CSX freight train of 60 cars was traveling through the city of Baltimore using the Howard Street tunnel, the only rail access through the city. The train was carrying a combination of 31 loaded and 29 empty cars. The loaded cars were behind the empty cars, which is known to cause bumping and derailments. The loaded cars’ cargo included hazardous materials such as hydrochloric acid and tripropylene, as well as other goods including pulp board, wood pulp, brick, soy oil, paper, plywood, and steel. At 3:04 pm as the train was 1000 yards into the tunnel through its south entrance, traveling at 23 mph, 11 cars derailed, including 4 of the cars carrying hazardous materials. A fire started from unknown sources, igniting the wood and paper. Due to the derailment, and the damage to the cars that it caused, 2,554 gallons of hydrochloric acid were released. The emergency brake was engaged and the crew dismounted to investigate.107

At 3:27 pm the crew disengaged the engine and proceeded to exit the tunnel from the north end, and contacted their dispatcher. At 4:00 pm the Baltimore Fire Department received the first notification of the derailment from CSX. At about the same time there were reports of smoke coming from manholes along Howard Street in downtown Baltimore. At 4:10 pm the fire crew arrived at the North Portal to connect with the train crew and establish the Incident Command Post, and learned of the hazardous materials spill. By 4:30 pm all the roads into the city were closed. The initial Incident Action Plan priorities were 1) to assess the train and its contents; 2) to attack the fire, and 3) to protect the community. At 4:45 pm a shelter-in-place order was issued for residents, and the Orioles’ ballpark, Camden Yards, was evacuated and the baseball game was cancelled. The Baltimore Fire Department had committed five alarms (fire engines, fire trucks and battalion chiefs) to the event by 5:30 pm. At 5:45 pm the civil defense siren sounded. The temperature inside the tunnel reached 1,500 degrees.

The tunnel is made of 30 million bricks, and is over 100 years old. It runs under Howard Street, a main shopping street in downtown Baltimore. Above the tunnel on the surface is the light rail line. At its deepest point the tunnel is 49 feet below ground, and it is 27 feet wide. There is only one access point aside from the ends, a manhole at Howard and Lombard Streets leading to a gallery inside the tunnel. The north end of the tunnel opens into a commercial and residential area that includes Maryland General Hospital. The south portal is near Camden Yards and M&T Bank Stadium. The whole area is densely populated.

At 6:15 pm the water main at Howard and Lombard Streets collapsed, flooding streets and nearby buildings, and pouring water into the tunnel. This accident helped to dilute the acid and put out the fire. The storm drains empty into the Inner Harbor, so the US Environmental Protection Agency and Coast Guard responded to monitor the run off. When contaminants were discovered in the Inner Harbor, booms were placed to contain them.
By 9:00 pm roads into the city began to reopen. By 11 pm the water flow was cut off to the pipe break. By July 20 fire suppression was largely completed. Cars were then removed from both ends and the smoldering wood and paper extinguished. Fire crews used a vacuum truck with a hose down the manhole to remove the remaining hydrochloric acid from the damaged tanker car.\textsuperscript{108}

On July 23 the last train car was removed from the tunnel, and by July 24 the tunnel was again in rail use. Water main repairs were completed July 29. On August 11 chemicals left in a storm drain ignited and blew off manhole covers near the derailment site.

Impacts on Baltimore were notable. Major sections of the downtown area were closed for three days. Cancellation and rescheduling of the double-header baseball game cost over $4.5\textsuperscript{109} million in losses. Portions of Howard Street were closed for 5 weeks while repairs were made to the broken pipe and to light rail tracks that had been twisted by the heat. The conduit for fiber optic cable had run down Howard Street, and it was destroyed by the heat, a loss which affected communications as far away as Africa. To achieve immediate service restoration a new fiber optic line was laid a few blocks east of Howard Street. Crew laid 30,000 feet of fiber optic cable in two days.

Transportation impacts affected the whole eastern seaboard. Two interstates were closed for a short time on July 18. Most local streets in Baltimore's downtown were closed for five days, with some being closed for up to seven weeks. The light rail lines were severed where the street collapsed at the pipeline break. Repairs and testing took 53 days. The tunnel is the main north/south route for CSX, and there was no rail service through it for 5 days. Some north/south trains were held at origin, and others were re-routed for hundreds of miles in order to get around the damaged tunnel, going as far west as Pittsburgh. There was no closer alternate route between Florida and New York.

The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) issued their report on the accident in December 2004, and it was inconclusive. The source of the ignition was never conclusively determined because all the evidence was destroyed by the 1,500-degree fire and the deluge of water. There was no loss of life and no serious injury. The Incident Command System provided coordination among local, state and federal agencies who partnered to resolve the event. CSX was considered to be the responsible party, and ultimately reimbursed the city for response costs and water main and light rail damage.\textsuperscript{110}

\section*{Lessons Learned}

Lessons learned from this accident included the need for more thorough disaster planning; the city and CSX had never made a disaster plan for the tunnel. Private sector cooperation went well. The US Fore Administration regarded the management of the event as a classic example of highly successful ICS implementation with multi-agency involvement. The study and evaluation of the entire event was over-shadowed by the 9/11 attacks on the Pentagon and World Trade Center that occurred just a few weeks later. For example, it took three years for the US Fire Administration to issue its report on the fire.

This event was an accident of unknown origin. An intentional attack using the same modality
and in the same location could have been much worse, including the possible spillage of additional hazardous materials that could have generated lethal smoke in the downtown area. It provides a planning paradigm of a cascading disaster: fire and flooding leading to loss of transportation and loss of communication.

SAN JOSE TRANSIT MALL COLLAPSE

Scenario

On Columbus Day in 1992 the San Jose Water Company decided to pressure test their pipes running through the downtown of San Jose. They did not notify the city, as it was a holiday weekend when the Public Works department was closed, and the testing was all underground. At 10 am the Police 9-1-1 center received a call that the newly constructed transit mall on San Carlos Street between 2nd and 3rd Streets had collapsed. The dispatcher notified the fire dispatch center, who called the first due fire company and the city’s director of emergency preparedness (DEP).

By 10:30 am the fire department’s damage assessment revealed that the center of the street had collapsed, destroying the newly laid light rail tracks. The phone lines were visible, suspended above the gaping hole. There was water running in the gutters with rainbow-colored liquid floating on the top, an indicator of the presence of a petroleum product. The gutters ran into a storm drain system that flows to Coyote Creek and then to the lower San Francisco Bay, an ecologically sensitive area with endangered species resident, including the salt marsh harvest mouse. The fire department’s hazardous materials team installed petroleum absorbing booms as soon as they arrived at the scene, but hundreds of gallons of water had already escaped to the creek before they were called out, since the initial report had only been of a street collapse, not a hazardous materials event.

By 11 am it was determined that the source of the water was a pipe in the street, which proved to belong to the privately-owned San Jose Water Company. The DEP called the water company, who said that they noticed that their water pressure had dropped and were trying to understand why. They agreed to shut off the water and send a repair crew immediately.

Further investigation revealed that the San Jose Title Company at the corner of 2nd and San Carlos Streets had a basement that was filled with paper records of deeds and titles, and also housed the furnace for the building. Although the heating was now run on natural gas, the original system had run on fuel oil, and the old tank had been left in the basement with the residual fuel oil still in it. As the basement filled with water, the flood had entered the old fuel tank and the oil floated out, up and into the street as the water rose.

The broken water pipe had flooded the new transit mall underground from curb to curb and pushed out all the sand and gravel engineered fill on which the asphalt had been laid. Beneath the surface were gas lines, which were undamaged; electrical lines in sealed conduit; and the dangling phone lines, which continued to work. For safety, all the utility lines that ran under the collapsed street were de-energized or shut down, denying the residential and commercial neighborhood any services for several blocks. San Jose
State University was just one block east. Monday classes were in session, as Columbus Day is not a university holiday, and so disruptions resulted when classrooms, dining facilities, offices and dormitories that shared the electrical circuit were also affected. The street was closed for repairs for three months, well into the rainy season.

Lawsuits dragged on for years, as the water company tried to blame the new transit mall construction for damage to its pipes, but the courts determined that the damage was caused by the excessive water pressure used in the test. The title company, which belonged to the congressman's ex-wife, suffered the most damage, and moved away from that area of town.

**Lessons Learned**

Lessons learned from this event included the need for better coordination between the water utilities and the city’s public works department, and public safety agencies. It also demonstrated the importance of the San Jose Fire Department’s hazardous materials team in providing a rapid response to the appearance of an unknown substance in the community—the “rainbows” on the water. Having emergency contact numbers for the water utility was critical in the relatively quick resolution of the flooding, demonstrating the importance of regular updating of all emergency contact numbers for critical infrastructure owners and key emergency response partners. In the past the water companies’ operations had been viewed by the city mainly as fire department emergency response services that could enhance water pressure to hydrants in the event of a large fire. However, this event demonstrated that utilities could also be the cause of a problem, or the victim of a system failure.

The over-pressurizing of the water pipe in this instance was an operations failure of the private water retailer. It demonstrated, however, that an intentional over-pressurizing of water pipes could also potentially cause infrastructure collapse. If intentionally organized by terrorists on a normal business day, there would have been pedestrians, and bus, light rail and car traffic on the street when it collapsed, hemmed in by the sidewalks and median, falling into the hole. Hazardous materials could have been introduced into the scene, along with snipers in the surrounding high rise buildings to impede emergency response. Air borne hazardous materials could have necessitated the evacuation or shelter-in-place of 10,000 or more students from the SJSU campus.

**GILROY AT&T DENIAL OF SERVICE SABOTAGE**

**Scenario**

Fiber optic cable carrying internet, land line and cell phone services in the southern part of San Jose, California was deliberately severed by saboteurs at 1:30 am on Thursday, April 9, 2009. The saboteurs climbed into a manhole at Blossom Hill Highway and Monterey Road and severed the fusion splicer, 8 feet underground. The fiber optic cables served Morgan Hill and Gilroy, two communities in south Santa Clara County. The result was a loss of phone, cell and internet service, causing the loss of 9-1-1 services, as well as all normal phone service in parts of south Santa Clara County, San Benito County and Santa
Cruz County. AT&T repair crews had to check each manhole in person to find the damage, which also included cuts at two other south San Jose manholes that affected three San Jose neighborhoods.\footnote{113}

At about the same time, AT&T lines were cut at Britton and Industrial in San Carlos, causing phone service outages in San Mateo County. While no disruption of service resulted from the sabotage at this location, the damage at the four sites was considered a coordinated denial of service attack by the law enforcement community.\footnote{114}

In Gilroy and Morgan Hill 52,000 customers lost service, including hospitals and the 9-1-1 centers. Amateur radio operators (Radio Amateurs in Civil Emergency Services – RACES) were called out to provide alternate emergency communications throughout the communities. They set up communications stations at key intersections in the community with magnetic signs identifying themselves to the community as emergency contact points. RACES also served the hospitals, fire stations, the cities’ emergency operations centers and the public safety answering points (PSAPs) to ensure that emergency responses could continue. Mutual aid from the Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Department, the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, and the San Jose Police Department extended the emergency response capabilities within the community. Fire equipment was staged throughout the community, while one firefighter/paramedic was kept at each fire station in case community members went there for assistance.

The business community was also impacted, because alarm systems, credit card readers, automatic teller machines (ATMs) and check verification systems are all dependent on phone lines or internet connections. Banks only allowed one client at a time into the lobby, the only way to get any banking service. Gas stations required exact change because credit cards readers at the pumps did not work. Businesses began requiring cash-only transactions, inconveniencing customers and reducing sales, resulting in significant lost business for April 9.

Cisco Systems donated the services of its network emergency response vehicle (NERV). The truck-mounted satellite dish provided phone internet conferencing and Wi-Fi for the Morgan Hill EOC within 30 minutes of its arrival. While useful for that EOC, it only met a small part of the emergency operation’s needs. Satellite phones were useful, but being priced at $1,000 per year for connectivity these were not widely used.

**Lessons Learned**

Emergency response and callback activities had come to rely on phone and internet contact information. The city manager had recently moved to a new home, and it was discovered that no one in the PSAP or on duty in public safety had his new address. When they were able to contact the Personnel Department staff at home and get the city manager’s address, they discovered that the cul de sac where he had moved had no house numbers, so they woke up several neighbors before finding the city manager. This reinforced the importance of having current physical addresses for all key city staff, and for having all inhabited houses clearly marked with an address number.
Within Santa Clara County there is an EOC-to-EOC commercial radio system that continued working during the outage. However, it was not included in the Morgan Hill EOC operations plan, so no one was assigned to answer the radio, meaning that contacts from the county’s EOC did not get through. The PSAP dispatchers said that they were too busy to answer the extra radio. This meant that countywide mutual aid and other assistance was delayed while the county EOC staff had to find other sources of situation intelligence until the RACES volunteers delivered the first situation status report as a packet radio message to the county EOC’s RACES station. The importance of communications redundancy and thorough staff planning for critical communications positions was demonstrated.

The American Red Cross had its emergency communications vehicle, which is normally located in Sacramento, in Santa Clara County instead. The vehicle had $750,000 in satellite and connectivity equipment, but new operators. It took them four hours to establish the satellite link, because it is shared with Disney and they had to contact their Washington, DC headquarters to ensure that their emergency response would not interfere with Disney’s needs. They then needed power for the unit, and rather than use their generator, since regular power was available, they plugged into available power in the City of Morgan Hill building, which meant that they propped open the door to the EOC, compromising their security.

Verizon had previously given an orientation to law and fire leaders about their emergency communications towers, which could be deployed to provide communications, such as after an earthquake. The fire chief of Gilroy requested the deployment of the towers for this event; however, the Verizon representative at the county EOC said that they could not use that system for communications because it requires a hardline connection into the AT&T system, which is what had been cut, and so the towers were useless. This demonstrates the importance of getting complete documentation for all work-arounds and emergency systems that an agency plans on using. Before including an asset in the emergency plan, all of its requirements and limitations should be documented.

The most crucial lesson from this sabotage event was the vulnerability of the communications infrastructure, and the impact of its loss across the community and economy. The amateur radio operators urged all public safety agencies to hold regular drills of all communications assets to ensure that systems work as expected, and that adequate information and trained staff are available to run them.

While this sabotage appeared to be the work of a disgruntled individual, it could have been a dry run by terrorists. Even with a $250,000 reward offered, no perpetrator has ever been arrested. It would have been possible for terrorists to take advantage of the lack of public safety communication and coordination, caused by the loss of the PSAP, to commit other crimes, facilitated also by the loss of alarm systems. Burglaries for supplies, resources and materials, illegal entries to plant explosives, kidnapping of high-profile executives and their families would all have been possible once the communications network was disabled. The sabotage clearly demonstrated the connectivity and vulnerability that could have become the basis for a more destructive plan.
NYC VEHICLE RAMMING EVENT, 2017

Scenario

Halloween 2017 was selected by ISIS affiliates for terror attacks. In their magazine, *Rumiyah*, ISIS exhorted their followers worldwide to “mow down pedestrians with trucks, continue the attacks with a knife or a gun and claim responsibility by shouting or leaving leaflets.” A French pro-ISIS group added the specific threat for Halloween. Sayfullo Saipov, a green card holder living in Paterson, New Jersey, rented a pick-up truck at Home Depot in Passaic, New Jersey, a town near Paterson, and drove to New York City. He rented the truck at 2:06 pm, and by 3:04 pm had entered a fenced-off, restricted access bike path at Houston Street. He drove south on the path for five blocks, killing six at the scene, and fatally injuring two others. Eleven others were injured non-fatally. Those dead at the scene were tourists, five from Argentina and one from Belgium. The pick-up truck stopped when it crashed into a school bus at Chambers and West streets near the World Trade Center site, injuring two adults and two children on the bus.

Saipov exited the crashed truck with a pellet gun in one hand and a paint ball gun in the other, shouting in Arabic. He had left handwritten notes scattered around the truck declaring his allegiance to ISIS. He was from Uzbekistan, and had lived in Florida. Aside from his attack and note there was nothing linking him to ISIS or other terrorist groups. He was able to enter the bike way through an opening intended for city vehicles to use to maintain the pathway or provide medical assistance to those using the Hudson River Bike Path. He killed three near the entrance at Pier 40, three just before Laight Street, and two next to the Stuyvesant High School.

Before he could shoot anyone with either the pellet gun or the paintball gun, Saipov was shot by a police officer, but survived. Because this was a terrorist attack, the case is currently being prosecuted by the federal government. He has been charged with eight counts of murder, 18 counts of attempted murder, and terrorism charges. His lawyers are contending that the government had him under surveillance for three years, evidence from which may reveal that he was radicalized by his associates, making them partially responsible for the bike path rampage, and thereby sparing his life. His trial is set for April, 2020. In a June 2018 court appearance, Saipov testified that ISIS is “fighting to impose Sharia law on earth.”

Lessons Learned

Bike paths are intended to protect bike riders from motor vehicles by creating a separated area. However, when a truck intentionally violates the traffic laws and enters the restricted area, the separation also makes it more difficult for police units to access the area to protect the potential victims and interdict the terrorist act. The lesson learned from this terrorist attack is that the emergency entrances to the bike path must be blocked by sturdy barriers that can only be removed by authorized city vehicles. Some cities use bollards that are padlocked to ground-level sleeves, while others use gates that can only be raised by an encoded or infrared system like the emergency vehicle preemption systems used by public safety to change traffic lights. The goal is a system that prevents intruders while...
facilitating the rapid access of public safety vehicles. A physical barrier is the only reliable method for stopping pedestrian ramming by motor vehicles.

This situation might have been worse if individuals had not been alert to their environment. The screams and shouts of others and the sounds of the vehicle allowed some potential victims to become aware of the hazard and take protective actions. The eleven injured survivors were reported by observers to have diverted their paths, jumped off their bikes or tried to jump over the rail. Thus, situational awareness can contribute to personal safety, even in a concerted attack.

The Department of Homeland Security has distributed a document titled “Vehicle Ramming – Security Awareness for Soft Targets and Crowded Places,” which provides guidance on securing public gatherings against terrorist activity. They advise that “The use of vehicles as weapons often has few or no observable indicators but identifying and reporting suspicious activities may assist in detecting a potential vehicle ramming attack plot.” A list of potential indicators of ramming attacks is provided in the document. Physical security and thorough planning of large events can provide deterrence. Ultimately, there is no way to completely protect large groups of people from a determined attacker, but barriers and well developed plans may harden the target sufficiently to turn the would-be attacker to a different location, which may in turn be easier to protect.
VI. CONCLUSION

VALUE OF COST/BENEFIT THINKING

While terrorist attacks gain wide media coverage it is because they are rare. Jenkins and Butterworth’s 2018 study of vehicle ramming showed a stark contrast between “normal” accidents and terrorist attacks, writing that “in the United States alone, approximately 6,000 pedestrians are killed by vehicles annually. In contrast, car-ramming attacks have killed 300 people since 1973.” Therefore, it is important to consider what benefit is being purchased at what cost through counterterrorism efforts. While it is tempting to buy sophisticated technology, it is important to ask what the initial and long-term costs will be, and whether the outcomes for the pedestrians and users of the facility will in fact be better after its installation. In some cases, cutting corners by installing “dummy cameras” or other decoy systems instead of real cameras may actually cause harm, as in the BART example.

Pedestrian education can be a simple and inexpensive approach with immediate benefit. Campaigns to urge situational awareness, discourage jay-walking, and remind people to avoid going into dark spaces alone at night can have a significant beneficial effect on crime rates and victimization. Researchers note that it can take between eight and twelve years to change pedestrian behavior, yet the Street Smarts campaign to stop pedestrian deaths noted a reduction in unsafe pedestrian behavior after one year.

Better lighting, cameras and fences can all contribute to deterring vehicle ramming and other terrorist attacks on pedestrians and transit facilities. Judicious use of technology can deter criminal and terrorist acts by enhancing the likelihood that they will be stopped before completing their mission. Intermittent use of enhanced patrol, bomb sniffing dogs, and VIPR teams can add a layer of uncertainty that may in itself be a deterrent. Rapid response to reports of suspicious vehicles, inappropriate driving or vehicles where they do not belong can interdict or discourage attacks that are attempted. If a terrorist goes on a surveillance run and is interviewed by law enforcement about his presence and purpose, that may suggest a hardened target that he will avoid.

Physical barriers need not be ugly or expensive. Trees and planters along the street edge can protect pedestrians from intentional or accidental intrusion of vehicles onto the sidewalk, while also adding charm to the urban environment. Temporary activities like markets and festivals can be protected by parking recycling trucks across the perimeter streets to block access. While a car or pick-up truck might be moved out of the way by ramming, a recycling truck is very difficult to displace by another vehicle.

VALUING DUAL USE DETERRENCE

Investing in new infrastructure can be more easily justified when it will serve two or more purposes. Transit center parking lots can be havens for crime at night. Installation of cameras, fencing and improved lighting might deter rapes, car burglaries and muggings, as well as terrorist attacks and vehicle ramming. A drop in the violent crime and property crime rates would have an immediate beneficial economic value, while deterring potential
terrorism against the transit infrastructure would have long-term benefit.

Streetscapes, and the creation of separated pedestrian walkways and bike paths, can enhance quality of life in urban settings while also protecting vulnerable pedestrians and riders against vehicle ramming, whether accidental or intentional. The rising number of elderly drivers who mistake the gas pedal for the brake, and the proliferation of cell phone-related pedestrian accidents, both contribute to a rise in vehicle-pedestrian collisions. Some fault often lies with the inattentive pedestrian; for example, texting while walking is known to be dangerous. Providing physical separation at-grade, and pedestrian and bike road and rail overcrossings, however, can prevent accidents, while also deterring vehicle ramming.

Inevitably, public works vehicles and emergency vehicles must have access to pedestrian walkways and to bikeways for maintenance, cleaning, landscaping and medical emergency (EMS) response. Their access points should be guarded with devices that require the use of a vehicle limited access automated system for EMS, or an electronic gate code for access to other vehicles with a legitimate purpose for entering the limited access area. The tragic ramming on the New York City bikeway in 2017 demonstrated the danger of leaving readily accessible gateways. Access for bikes and pedestrians should be as narrow as possible—for accessibility’s sake, one wheelchair wide. Twin strollers and other larger vehicles would have to be lifted over the entrance point, no doubt annoying some users, but defending against small cars and large motorcycles that could readily cause fatal events. Access points guarded by removable bollards with combination locks have been tried, but a terrorist can get a combination from a public agency as easily as can a mother with a stroller.

**FOCUS ON SAFETY**

Jenkins and Butterworth note that the best investments to deter ramming are those that also enhance safety against accidents, since 6,000 pedestrians are killed in accidents in the United States alone every year, and many more are injured. Pedestrian education campaigns and heightened enforcement of jay-walking and cell phone usage laws might improve pedestrian safety. Greater situational awareness by pedestrians would also alert them sooner to potential ramming, possibly allowing for self-protective measures as suggested by DHS, such as moving away from the vehicle at a right angle or sheltering behind a tree or other barrier. Trees and planters, bollards and entry ways, cameras, fences and lighting can all contribute to enhanced safety against accidents, while also deterring ramming on public streets and in public places. Attack mitigation, like rapid medical response, is possible, but prevention requires the cooperation of the public, streetscape designers and law enforcement personnel, using the lessons learned about safety and security through the years.
# GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alarm</td>
<td>In the fire service, a specific group of resources that are dispatched to the emergency. For example, an alarm may be defined as two fire engines, one fire truck and one battalion chief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deny access</td>
<td>Create a barrier that keeps someone out of an area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detect</td>
<td>Recognize that someone is in an area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deter</td>
<td>Create activities that make entry, or carrying out an activity, unlikely, or less likely to be successful, such as “guard dogs would deter most people from jumping the fence.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due</td>
<td>In the fire service, a term for the order in which fire service resources will be sent to an emergency, such as “the first due engine is three minutes away.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Operations Center (EOC)</td>
<td>The place from which an emergency is managed; may be at city, county, region, state or national levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident Command System (ICS)</td>
<td>A method for organizing and tactically managing resources for response to an emergency that uses five functions: command, operations, planning/intelligence, logistics and finance/administration. By law ICS is the basis for all multi-jurisdiction emergency response in the United States.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>To cut someone or something off from its intended destination, such as “the coded message was intercepted by the NSA.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdict</td>
<td>To intercept and stop the movement of a person or commodity, such as “the police set up roadblocks to interdict the drugs.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigate</td>
<td>Lessen the impact of an unwanted action that cannot be stopped, such as, “the levees mitigated the flooding in the neighborhood.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Incident Management System (NIMS)</td>
<td>A method for organizing and strategically managing resources for response to an emergency that uses ICS in the field, and parallel methods inside the EOC or other emergency response structure; preparedness, mitigation and command and control; required for all multi-jurisdictional emergency response in the United States.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet radio</td>
<td>A digital radio communications system used by amateur radio operators to send messages as data instead of voice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevent</td>
<td>To stop something from happening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>To recover quickly from an unwanted event or emergency, to “bounce back”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glossary Term</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Being protected from damage, risk or injury; usually refers to an accidental or unintentional cause; usually refers to human beings and their interaction with the built environment or machinery, such as “passengers are required to wear seat belts for their safety,” but may include the protection of goods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Methods to project an asset from criminal or intentional damage or disturbance; usually refers to physical structures or goods, such as “the security system includes alarms to deter burglaries,” but may also apply to people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staging Area</td>
<td>In the fire service, a designated location where resources and personnel are stored until they are needed at the scene of an event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streetscape</td>
<td>The elements that create the visual appearance of a street, such as landscaping, road surface material and color, signage, lighting, building facades, street furniture and open spaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Security Agency (TSA)</td>
<td>The agency within the US Department of Homeland Security that focuses on transportation modes. While best known for its work in airport passenger screening, TSA is responsible for enhancing the security of all seven identified modes of critical transportation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible Intermodal Prevention and Response (VIPR)</td>
<td>Mixed teams of law enforcement agents from a variety of federal services who conduct random searches of travelers in stations, rest stops, platforms, terminals and other transportation-related locations. They are looking for contraband, weapons, IEDs and other harmful materials that could put passenger and mode safety and security at risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapons of mass destruction</td>
<td>Weapons that are capable of widespread destruction, usually referring to nuclear devices; or to chemical, biological, or explosive devices designed to kill large numbers of people, and destroy the built and natural environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapons of mass disruption</td>
<td>Weapons that are aimed at causing social and economic damage without causing large loss of life or property destruction, for example, a radiological “dirty bomb” that would kill few people but would take time and be expensive to clean up, or a cyber attack on an electric grid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Intelligence is defined as information that has been investigated and confirmed.
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